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Star Trek: Picard—Countdown Kristen Beyer 2020-08-19 Witness the events leading to the new
CBS All Access series PICARD in this graphic novel where new characters are introduced and
secrets will be revealed. Before he retired to his vineyard, Jean-Luc Picard was the most
decorated admiral in Starfleet. Then one mission changed his life forever. What could make this
dedicated and disciplined leader question his calling?
Star Trek: Discovery - Aftermath Kirsten Beyer 2020-04-08 Witness the Aftermath of the stunning
second season of Star Trek: Discovery! An all-new graphic novel that ties directly into Season Two

of the hit CBS All Access series! After the disappearance of the U.S.S. Discovery, Captain Pike
and Chancellor L'Rell seek to forge a peace treaty between the Federation and the Klingons. But
when a new enemy threatens to sabotage the negotiations, Spock must reclaim his place in
Starfleet to save his friends and prevent the outbreak of a new war!
Star Trek: Discovery: Wonderlands Una McCormack 2021-05-18 An all-new novel based upon the
explosive Star Trek TV series! In a desperate attempt to prevent the artificial intelligence known as
Control from seizing crucial information that could destroy all sentient life, Commander Michael
Burnham donned the “Red Angel” time-travel suit and guided the USS Discovery into the future
and out of harm’s way. But something has gone terribly wrong, and Burnham has somehow
arrived in a place far different from anything she could have imagined—more than nine hundred
years out of her time, with Discovery nowhere to be found, and where the mysterious and
cataclysmic event known as “the Burn” has utterly decimated Starfleet and, with it, the United
Federation of Planets. How then can she possibly exist day-to-day in this strange place? What
worlds are out there waiting to be discovered? Do any remnants of Starfleet and the Federation
possibly endure? With more questions than answers, Burnham must nevertheless forge new
friendships and new alliances if she hopes to survive this future long enough for the Discovery
crew to find her.... ™, ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos
are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Star Trek: Discovery: Fear Itself James Swallow 2018-06-05 An original novel based upon the
explosive new Star Trek TV series on CBS All Access. Lieutenant Saru is a Kelpien, a member of
a prey species born on a world overrun by monstrous predators…and a being who very intimately
understands the nature of fear. Challenged on all sides, he is determined to surpass his origins
and succeed as a Starfleet officer aboard the U.S.S. Shenzhou. But when Saru breaks protocol in

order to prove himself to his crewmates, what begins as a vital rescue mission to save a vessel in
distress soon escalates out of control. Forced into a command role he may not be ready for, Saru
is caught between his duty and the conflicting agendas of two antagonistic alien races. To survive,
he will need to seek a path of peace against all odds, and risk compromising the very ideals he
has sworn to uphold….
Star Trek: Picard: The Last Best Hope Una McCormack 2020-02-11 The USA TODAY
bestseller—based on the new Star Trek TV series! “Fifteen years ago…you led us out of the
darkness. You commanded the greatest rescue armada in history. Then...the unimaginable. What
did that cost you? Your faith. Your faith in us. Your faith in yourself. Tell us, why did you leave
Starfleet, Admiral?” Every end has a beginning…and this electrifying novel details the events
leading into the new Star Trek TV series, introducing you to brand-new characters featured in the
life of Jean-Luc Picard—widely considered to be one of the most popular and recognizable
characters in all of science fiction.
Star Trek: Discovery - The Light of Kahless Mike Johnson 2018-08-08 Journey back in time to a
decade before Captain Kirk and the Enterprise set out on their five-year mission, when the United
Federation of Planets is locked in conflict with the mysterious Klingon Empire. But just who are
these formidable foes? Delve into the shocking world of the Klingons in a story you can only find in
this miniseries, which ties directly into the show.
The Autobiography of James T. Kirk David A. Goodman 2015-09-08 The Autobiography of James
T. Kirk chronicles the greatest Starfleet captain's life (2233–2371), in his own words. From his birth
on the U.S.S. Kelvin, his youth spent on Tarsus IV, his time in the Starfleet Academy, his meteoric
raise through the ranks of Starfleet, and his illustrious career at the helm of the Enterprise, this inworld memoir uncovers Captain Kirk in a way Star Trek fans have never seen. Kirk's singular voice

rings throughout the text, giving insight into his convictions, his bravery, and his commitment to the
life—in all forms—throughout this Galaxy and beyond. Excerpts from his personal
correspondence, captain's logs, and more give Kirk's personal narrative further depth.
Star Trek: Picard: The Dark Veil James Swallow 2021-01-05 A thrilling untold adventure based on
the acclaimed Star Trek: Picard TV series! The Alpha Quadrant is mired in crisis. Within the United
Federation of Planets, a terrorist strike on the shipyards of Mars has led to the shutdown of all
relief efforts for millions of Romulans facing certain doom from an impending super-nova. But
when the USS Titan is drawn into a catastrophic incident on the Romulan-Federation border,
Captain William Riker, his family, and his crew find themselves caught between the shocking
secrets of an enigmatic alien species and the deadly agenda of a ruthless Tal Shiar operative.
Forced into a wary alliance with a Romulan starship commander, Riker and the Titan crew must
uncover the truth to stop a dev-astating attack—but one wrong move could plunge the entire
sector into open conflict!
The Last World War Dayton Ward 2003-08-25 Independence Day meets Stargate in the skies over
America, Europe, Russia, and Asia, and on the ground throughout the cities of the world. It started
small, with an unprepared band of Marine reservists encountering deadly extraterrestrial visitors in
the backwoods of Missouri. But this fatal First Contact rapidly escalates into a global crisis as
mankind discovers that two warring species of aliens have invaded our world through a network of
hidden interdimensional portals. The apocalyptic conflict between the hastily labeled "Blues" and
"Grays" has already devastated their home planet. Now Earth has become the final battleground in
a cataclysmic war whose origins are barely understood. Forced into a hasty alliance with the alien
Blues, humanity has no choice but to brave the awesome Gray onslaught in every corner of the
Earth. From the mean streets of Atlanta to the mountains of Afghanistan, from Washington, DC, to

the alien's war-torn homeworld, all of humanity must unite to survive.
Star Trek: Discovery: Drastic Measures Dayton Ward 2018-02-06 An all-new novel based upon
the explosive Star Trek TV series! It is 2246, ten years prior to the Battle at the Binary Stars, and
an aggressive contagion is ravaging the food supplies of the remote Federation colony Tarsus IV
and the eight thousand people who call it home. Distress signals have been sent, but any
meaningful assistance is weeks away. Lieutenant Commander Gabriel Lorca and a small team
assigned to a Starfleet monitoring outpost are caught up in the escalating crisis, and bear witness
as the colony’s governor, Adrian Kodos, employs an unimaginable solution in order to prevent
mass starvation. While awaiting transfer to her next assignment, Commander Philippa Georgiou is
tasked with leading to Tarsus IV a small, hastily assembled group of first responders. It’s hoped
this advance party can help stabilize the situation until more aid arrives, but Georgiou and her
team discover that they‘re too late—Governor Kodos has already implemented his heinous
strategy for extending the colony’s besieged food stores and safeguarding the community’s longterm survival. In the midst of their rescue mission, Georgiou and Lorca must now hunt for the
architect of this horrific tragedy and the man whom history will one day brand “Kodos the
Executioner”….
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Stargazer: Oblivion Michael Jan Friedman 2003-09-01 Captain
Jean Luc Picard accepts a courageous mission which he soon finds could be a deadly trap in this
Star Trek: The Next Generation novel. In 1893 a time-traveling Jean-Luc Picard encountered a
long-lived alien named Guinan, who was posing as a human to learn Earth's customs. During this
"first encounter," Picard saved Guinan's life, a favor she would never forget. Five centuries later,
Captain Picard, now commander of the Starship Enterprise ™, brought Guinan aboard as the
ship's "bartender." The hope was that her wisdom and inner peace would provide a moral

grounding for Picard's crew as they experienced the dangers of space. Because he hadn't yet
made his trip through time, Picard had no knowledge of his nineteenth-century meeting with
Guinan. But he did remember a different first encounter with the mysterious El-Aurian—a
tumultuous adventure in which Picard and Guinan would risk their lives in a maze of interplanetary
intrigue, with the future of the known universe at stake. This is the story of that fateful meeting, and
of a Guinan very different from the woman we think we know—a person wracked by pain and
longing, shaken to the roots of her soul. A Guinan who yearns for oblivion.
The Autobiography of Mr. Spock Una Mccormack 2021-09-14 The iconic Star Trek character’s
lifestory appears for the first time in his own words; perfect for fans of the upcoming Star Trek:
Strange New Words. One of Starfleet’s finest officers and the Federation’s most celebrated
citizens reveals his life story. Mr Spock explores his difficult childhood on Vulcan with Michael
Burnham, his controversial enrolment at Starfleet Academy, his time on the Enterprise with both
Kirk and Pike, and his moves to his diplomatic and ambassadorial roles, including his clandestine
mission to Romulus. Brand-new details of his life on Vulcan and the Enterprise are revealed, along
with never-before-seen insights into Spock’s relationships with the most important figures in his
life, including Sarek, Michael Burnham, Christopher Pike, Kirk, McCoy and more, all told in his own
distinctive voice.
Star Trek: Discovery: Desperate Hours David Mack 2017-09-26 An all-new novel based upon the
explosive Star Trek TV series! Aboard the Starship Shenzhou, Lieutenant Michael Burnham, a
human woman raised and educated among Vulcans, is promoted to acting first officer. But if she
wants to keep the job, she must prove to Captain Philippa Georgiou that she deserves to have it.
She gets her chance when the Shenzhou must protect a Federation colony that is under attack by
an ancient alien vessel that has surfaced from the deepest fathoms of the planet’s dark, uncharted

sea. As the menace from this mysterious vessel grows stronger, Starfleet declares the colony
expendable in the name of halting the threat. To save thousands of innocent lives, Burnham must
infiltrate the alien ship. But to do so, she needs to face the truth of her troubled past, and seek the
aid of a man she has tried to avoid her entire life—until now.
Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual Dayton Ward 2020-03-03 In unabashed celebration of Captain James T.
Kirk’s singular fighting skills, Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual is every Starfleet cadet's must-have
training guide for surviving the final frontier. As captain of the legendary U.S.S. Enterprise, James
T. Kirk engaged in his share of fisticuffs, besting opponents with a slick combination of moves and
guile that remains unmatched. Is there anyone you’d rather have watching your back as you take
on Klingons, alien gladiators, genetically engineered supermen, and even the occasional giant
walking reptile? Kirk Fu is a series of unarmed combat techniques developed by one of Starfleet’s
most celebrated starship captains over several years of encounters with alien species on any
number of strange new worlds. A blend of various fighting styles, Kirk Fu incorporates elements of
several Earth-based martial arts forms as well as cruder methods employed in bars and back
alleys on planets throughout the galaxy. It is as unorthodox in practice as it is unbelievable to
behold. Including excerpts from Kirk’s own notes and personal logs, the Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual
is the perfect training guide for surviving the depths of space. With proper training and practice,
every Starfleet cadet can become one with Kirk Fu.
In The Name Of Honor Dayton Ward 2012-10-30 The crew of the USS Enterprise arrive on a
remote Klingon planet and soon discover that the crew of the USS Gagarin, which was viciously
attacked by Klingons ten years ago, have been held prisoner there ever since. With the assistance
of the brave and honourable Koloth -- the Klingon captain from the viewer-favourite original series
episode, "The Trouble with Tribbles" -- Captain Kirk sets out to rescue them, knowing that, should

he fail, the Federation will deny all knowledge of his mission. What's more, powerful factions in the
Klingon goverment are determined not to give up the prisoners, even if it means obliterating every
last one of them -- and anyone who attempts to save them! Undeterred by the odds that are
stacked against him, Kirk proceeds with his audacious plan. In the course of the rescue he
discovers the secrets behind many Klingon mysteries -- mysteries that Star Trek fans have been
waiting to find out. Why, for instance, did the Klingons originally encountered by Captain Kirk
appear physically different to those encountered by later Starfleet crews? For the first time IN THE
NAME OF HONOR answers the question that has puzzled the Star Trek universe for years.
From History's Shadow Dayton Ward 2013-07-30 An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek:
The Original Series! 2268: Following the encounter with the mysterious Gary Seven in the
twentieth century, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise is startled by two intruders who have
transported through space and time from Earth circa 1968. Incredibly, one of the infiltrators is a
Vulcan, who asserts that he’s lived among Earth's population for over a decade. The
otherrepresents a little-known race, and reveals to Captain James T. Kirk that she has spent that
last twenty years working to bring about humanity’s destruction. It is then that Gary Seven’s young
protégé, Roberta Lincoln, arrives seeking Kirk’s help... 1947: In the wake of the infamous “Roswell
Incident” involving a crashed alien craft and beings from another world, Captain James Wainwright
finds himself recruited as one of the first members of Majestic 12, a secret organization with two
goals: Collect evidence of extraterrestrial activity on Earth, and develop strategies to combat alien
invaders. And it is this very mission that will consume Wainwright’s life for the next two decades,
driven by the knowledge that the danger is as real as the aliens living among us... ™, ®, & © 2013
CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights

Reserved.
Star Trek: Discovery: Dead Endless Dave Galanter 2019-12-17 A novel based upon the explosive
Star Trek TV series! The U.S.S. Discovery’s specialty is using its spore-based hub drive to jump
great distances faster than any warp-faring vessel in Starfleet. To do this, Lieutenant Paul Stamets
navigates the ship through the recently revealed mycelial network, a subspace domain Discovery
can briefly transit but in which it cannot remain. After responding to a startling distress call
originating from within the network, the Discovery crew find themselves trapped in an inescapable
realm where they will surely perish unless their missing mycelial fuel is found or restored. Is the
seemingly human man found alone and alive inside the network the Starfleet officer he claims to
be, or an impostor created by alien intruders who hope to extract themselves from the mycelial
plane at the expense of all lives aboard Discovery?
Final Frontier Diane Carey 2013-04-02 Commander George Samuel Kirk was aboard the
Enterprise under the command of Captain Robert April before his famous son was born. Starfleet
has just been founded and the Enterprise has just been built, and is sent on its first mission. The
mission takes the Enterprise into the heart of hostile Romulan territory, where cosmopolitical
machinations and advanced weapons technology will decide the fate of a hundred innocent worlds.
Star Trek: Discovery: The Enterprise War John Jackson Miller 2019-07-30 An all-new novel based
upon the explosive Star Trek TV series! A shattered ship, a divided crew—trapped in the infernal
nightmare of conflict! Hearing of the outbreak of hostilities between the United Federation of
Planets and the Klingon Empire, Captain Christopher Pike attempts to bring the USS Enterprise
home to join in the fight. But in the hellish nebula known as the Pergamum, the stalwart
commander instead finds an epic battle of his own, pitting ancient enemies against one
another—with not just the Enterprise, but her crew as the spoils of war. Lost and out of contact

with Earth for an entire year, Pike and his trusted first officer, Number One, struggle to find and
reunite the ship’s crew—all while Science Officer Spock confronts a mystery that puts even his
exceptional skills to the test…with more than their own survival possibly riding on the outcome…
Armageddon's Arrow Dayton Ward 2015-05-26 An all-new novel of The Next Generation
expanded universe from the New York Times bestselling author! It is a new age of exploration, and
the U.S.S. Enterprise is dispatched to “the Odyssean Pass,” a region charted only by unmanned
probes and believed to contain numerous inhabited worlds. Approaching a star system with two
such planets, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and his crew find a massive alien vessel, drifting in
interstellar space for decades. Sensors detect life aboard the derelict—aliens held in suspended
animation. Thought to be an immense sleeper ship, the vessel actually is a weapon capable of
destroying entire worlds...the final gambit in a war that has raged for generations across the
nearby system. Captain Picard is now caught in the middle of this conflict and attempts to mediate,
as both sides want this doomsday weapon…which was sent from the future with the sole purpose
of ending the interplanetary war before it even began!
The Aliens Are Coming! Dayton Ward 2002-06-15 1969: Captain John Christopher of the U.S. Air
Force has just returned from a most peculiar mission to investigate a UFO sighting. But even
though the mission took only a few minutes, the captain has vague memory flashes of futuristic
humans, a pointy-eared alien named Spock, and a ship called The U.S.S. Enterprise™....
Government agent James Wainwright has waited for this fateful day ever since he encountered
the conquering Ferengi Marauders Quark, Rom, and Nog in Roswell in 1947. Now he will stop at
nothing to use Captain Christopher's secret knowledge to bring his campaign to defend Earth
against alien attack to the forefront once again! A dramatic sequel to classic Star Trek episodes

from two generations by the critically acclaimed author of In the Name of Honor!
Star Trek: Coda: Book 1: Moments Asunder Dayton Ward 2021-09-28 The crews of Jean-Luc
Picard, Benjamin Sisko, Ezri Dax, and William Riker unite to prevent a cosmic-level
apocalypse—only to find that some fates really are inevitable. STARFLEET’S FINEST FACES A
CHALLENGE UNLIKE ANY OTHER TOMORROW IS DOOMED Time is coming apart. Countless
alternate and parallel realities are under attack, weakening and collapsing from relentless
onslaught. If left unchecked, the universe faces an unstoppable descent toward entropy.
WANDERER, ORACLE, ALLY Scarred and broken after decades spent tracking this escalating
temporal disaster, while battling the nameless enemy responsible for it, an old friend seeks
assistance from Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterprise. The apocalypse
may originate from their future, but might the cause lie in their past? EVERYTHING THAT WILL
BE Identifying their adversary is but the first step toward defeating them, but early triumphs come
with dreadful costs. What will the price be to achieve final victory, and how will that success be
measured in futures as yet undefined? ™, ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related
marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Fire Ship Kathryn Janeway 1998-01 A freak accident separates Captain Kathryn Janeway from
her ship and crew. Soon she is rescued--but not by "Voyager".
Elusive Salvation Dayton Ward 2016-04-26 "Based upon Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry."
The Girlfriend Curse Valerie Frankel 2009-10-13 It's uncanny! Within six months of breaking up
with her, Peg Silver's ex-lovers always meet and marry the women of their dreams. Even worse
than being the eternal bridesmaid, she's the last girlfriend, the one who awakens in a guy
theknowledge of what he's always wanted in a relationship ... and it's never with Peg. Obviously, a
major lifestyle change is seriously called for, which is why the distraught interior landscape

designer says good-bye to Manhattan and late-night lattes with pal Nina, and hello to a farmhouse
on ten acres in tiny, backwater Manshire, Vermont, hoping to meet the ultimate, all-organic country
man (without too much facial hair) to keep her warm in those frosty New England winters. Instead,
Peg finds herself at Inward Bound -- a proactive adult-education retreat for the hapless and
hopelessly lovelorn -- to try to lift her dreaded "girlfriend curse." A steamy (and expressly
forbidden) dalliance with gorgeous woman-eater Ray probably isn't going to help cure her. But
some romantic insight could arise from her attraction to Linus, Inward Bound's sexy, scruffy, smart
and still-single founder. Perhaps there is a secret to be unearthed in the crunchy Green
Mountains, one that will magically transform Peg Silver from the Perpetual Also Ran to the Big
Winner in love.
Best Destiny Diane Carey 1993 Events in a distant part of the Federation delay James T. Kirk's
retirement from Starfleet and send him to Faramound--a world that takes Kirk on a journey back to
his troubled youth. Reprint.
Prime Directive Judith Reeves-Stevens 2002-10-02 Following in the bestselling tradition of
Spock’s World and The Lost Years, this is a white-knuckled Star Trek tale of mystery and wonder
that spans the galaxy in a vivid race against time. Starfleet’s most sacred commandment has been
violated. Its most honored captain is in disgrace, its most celebrated starship in pieces, and the
crew of that ship scattered among the thousand worlds of the Federation. Thus begins the epic
tale Prime Directive. Journey with Spock, McCoy, and the rest of the former crew of the Starship
Enterprise to the planet where their careers ended. A world once teeming with life that now lies
ruined, its cities turned to ashes, its surface devastated by a radioactive firestorm—all because of
their actions. There, they must find out how and why this tragedy occurred and discover what has

become of their captain.
The Autobiography of Kathryn Janeway Una McCormack 2020-10-06 Kathryn Janeway reveals
her career in Starfleet, from her first command to her epic journey through the Delta Quadrant
leading to her rise to the top as vice-admiral in Starfleet Command. The woman who travelled
further than any human ever had before, stranded decades from home, encountering new worlds
and species and overcoming one of Starfleet’s greatest threats – the Borg – on their own remote
and hostile territory.
Titan: Fortune of War David Mack 2017-11-28 An original spin-off novel set in the popular Star
Trek: The Next Generation universe from New York Times bestselling author David Mack. Death
slumbers in the ashes of silent planets, waiting to be awakened and unleashed… Twenty years
have passed since the interstellar scourge known as the Husnock were exterminated without
warning by a being with godlike abilities. Left behind, intact but abandoned, their desolate worlds
and derelict ships brim with destructive potential. Now a discovery by a Federation cultural
research team has drawn the attention of several ruthless factions. From black market smugglers
to alien military forces, it seems every belligerent power in the quadrant hopes to capture the
Husnock's lethal technology. All that stands between the galaxy and those who have come to
plunder the cruelest secrets of the Husnock are Admiral William Riker, Captain Christine Vale, and
the crew of the Starship Titan. ™, ®, & © 2017 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks
and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Star Trek: Discovery: Die Standing John Jackson Miller 2020-07-14 An all-new novel based upon
the explosive Star Trek TV series! No one in the history of histories has lost more than Philippa
Georgiou, ruler of the Terran Empire. Forced to take refuge in the Federation’s universe, she bides
her time until Section 31, a rogue spy force within Starfleet, offers her a chance to work as their

agent. She has no intention of serving under anyone else, of course; her only interest is escape.
But when a young Trill, Emony Dax, discovers a powerful interstellar menace, Georgiou
recognizes it as a superweapon that escaped her grasp in her own universe. Escorted by a team
sent by an untrusting Federation to watch over her, the emperor journeys to a region forbidden to
travelers. But will what she finds there end the threat—or give “Agent Georgiou” the means to
create her old empire anew?
Counterstrike: The Last World War, Book 2 Dayton Ward 2010-04-27 COUNTERSTRIKE When
the alien war engulfing a distant planet spilled to Earth through a network of hidden portals,
humankind was plunged into an apocalyptic, generations-old conflict between the Plysserians and
the Chodrecai. Now, months after Earth’s most powerful military forces formed a tenuous alliance
with the Plysserians and countered a devastating, three-pronged Chodrecai offensive, alien
survivors continue to wreak havoc on a shell-shocked Earth. Martial law and civil unrest run
rampant. Resistance cells and pockets of Chodrecai sympathizers are gathering strength. And two
U.S. Marines—Sergeant Major Simon DiCarlo and Sergeant Belinda Russell— remain trapped on
the alien planet of Jontashreena. Now, as human and Plysserian scientists and engineers race to
unlock the intergalactic portals and harvest alien technology, Earth prepares for the most explosive
battle for its existence. Joining the war effort are recruits like young Colin Laney, who will advance
from Marine boot camp to the forefront of a massive invasion on alien terrain—with the fate of two
worlds hanging in the balance.
Architects of Infinity Kirsten Beyer 2018-03-27 An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek:
Voyager, from the New York Times bestselling author! As the Federation Starship Voyager
continues to lead the Full Circle Fleet in its exploration of the Delta Quadrant, Admiral Kathryn
Janeway remains concerned about the Krenim Imperium and its ability to rewrite time to suit its

whims. At Captain Chakotay's suggestion, however, she orders the fleet to focus its attention on a
unique planet in a binary system, where a new element has been discovered. Several biospheres
exist on this otherwise uninhabitable world, each containing different atmospheres and features
that argue other sentient beings once resided on the surface. Janeway hopes that digging into an
old-fashioned scientific mystery will lift the crews' morale, but she soon realizes that the secrets
buried on this world may be part of a much larger puzzle—one that points to the existence of a
species whose power to reshape the galaxy might dwarf that of the Krenim. Meanwhile,
Lieutenants Nancy Conlon and Harry Kim continue to struggle with the choices related to Conlon’s
degenerative condition. Full Circle’s medical staff discovers a potential solution, but complications
will force a fellow officer to confront her people’s troubled past and her own future in ways she
never imagined… ™, ®, & © 2018 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos
are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Living Memory Christopher L. Bennett 2021-06-15 An all-new Star Trek movie-era adventure!
While attempting to settle in as commandant of Starfleet Academy, Admiral James T. Kirk must
suddenly contend with the controversial, turbulent integration of an alien warrior caste into the
student body—and quickly becomes embroiled in conflict when the Academy controversy
escalates to murder. Meanwhile, Captain Spock of the USS Enterprise and Commander Pavel
Chekov of the USS Reliant are investigating a series of powerful cosmic storms seemingly
targeting Federation worlds—unstoppable outbursts emitting from the very fabric of space.
Endeavoring to predict where the lethal storms will strike next, Spock and Chekov make the
shocking discovery that the answer lies in Commander Nyota Uhura’s past—one that she no
longer remembers…. ™, ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos

are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Valhalla Nathan Archer 2000-09-22 Tensions caused by speculation that Cardassia is about to
reoccupy Bajor are complicated by the arrival of a strange alien ship. When it's discovered that the
crew is dead and the ship is carrying valuable Gamma-quadrant technology, it becomes a sought
after prize, which Commander Sisko must fight to keep out of Cardassian hands. Meanwhile,
Sisko also finds himself at odds with Major Kira, who believes the ship is Bajoran property. When
the alien ship suddenly seizes control of Deep Space Nine™, and the Cardassians move in to try
to capture it, Sisko must face off against a shipload of angry Cardassians -- and the alien being
controlling Deep Space Nine!
Firefly - Carnival Una Mccormack 2021-12-14 A heist by the Serenity crew goes badly wrong in a
captivating original Firefly tie-in novel from the award-winning series by Titan Books. City of sin
Neapolis: a desert city on planet Bethel where all manner of entertainment can be found: highstakes gambling, luxurious hotels, exclusive clubs and any form of diversion imaginable may be
had for a price. It’s the eve of the annual carnival: three days of decadent revelry, and Serenity
arrives to take a security job, guarding a costly shipment. An unattainable ransom Tragedy strikes:
the shipment is stolen, and the wealthy owner kidnaps Zoë and Book, holding them to ransom for
the lost shipment’s value. If Mal can’t find the enormous sum of five hundred platinum by the next
evening, both of them will be killed. A race against time As the carnival begins the crew must
attempt the impossible, calling on contacts, calling in favours, and revealing hidden talents to save
their crewmates’ lives. Meanwhile, the hostages have their own plans…
Agents of Influence Dayton Ward 2020-06-09 An epic new Star Trek saga by New York Times
bestselling author Dayton Ward set during the original Five-Year Mission! For years, Starfleet
Intelligence agents have carried out undercover assignments deep within the Klingon Empire.

Surgically altered and rigorously trained in Klingon culture, they operate in plain sight and without
any direct support, while collecting information and infiltrating the highest levels of imperial power.
Their actions have given Starfleet valuable insight into the inner workings of Klingon government
and its relentless military apparatus. After three of Starfleet’s longest serving agents fear
exposure, they initiate emergency extraction procedures. Their planned rendezvous with the USS
Endeavour goes awry, threatening to reveal their activities and the damaging intelligence they’ve
collected during their mission. Tasked by Starfleet to salvage the botched rescue attempt, Captain
James T. Kirk and the crew of the USS Enterprise must discover the truth behind a secret
weapons experiment while avoiding an interstellar incident with the potential to ignite a new war
between the Federation and one of its oldest adversaries.
Captain's Blood William Shatner 2012-10-09 The Romulan Empire is in disarray after the
destructive leadership of the Reman Shinzon, and Ambassador Spock launches a bold attempt to
reunify the Romulans with their distant forbears, the Vulcans. But when Spock is publicly
assassinated at a Romulan peace rally, Starfleet and the Federation are unable to search for the
criminals responsible without triggering an intergalactic war. Thus it falls to James T. Kirk to
investigate the death of his beloved friend. Given covert assistance by Captains Jean-Luc Picard
on the newly-refitted Enterprise and Will Riker on the Argo, Kirk travels to Romulus as a civilian,
accompanied by his eight-year-old son Joseph and the cantankerous Dr McCoy. There he
discovers an alluring enemy from his past and discovers that Spock's apparent murder hides a
deeper mystery, one that reaches back in time to the very origins of life on Earth. Trapped on a
deadly, alien world on the eve of a civil war that could plunge the galaxy into a civilization-ending
conflict, Kirk's investigation brings him at last to a hidden Reman fortress. There he uncovers the
true threat facing the Romulans, and learns that for peace to prevail he must sacrifice his son,

whose blood holds a staggering secret...
Headlong Flight Dayton Ward 2017-01-31 An exhilarating thriller from bestselling author Dayton
Ward set in the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation, following Captain Jean-Luc Picard
and his crew as they explore the previously uncharted and dangerous Odyssean Pass. Surveying
a nebula as part of their continuing exploration of the previously uncharted “Odyssean Pass,”
Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterprise encounter a rogue planet. Life
signs are detected on the barren world’s surface, and then a garbled message is received: a
partial warning to stay away at all costs. Determined to render assistance, Picard dispatches
Commander Worf and an away team to investigate, but their shuttlecraft is forced to make an
emergency landing on the surface—moments before all contact is lost and the planet completely
disappears. Worf and his team learn that this mysterious world is locked into an unending
succession of random jumps between dimensions, the result of an ambitious experiment gone
awry. The Enterprise crewmembers and the alien scientists who created the technology behind
this astonishing feat find themselves trapped, powerless to break the cycle. Meanwhile, as the
planet continues to fade in and out of various planes of existence, other parties have now taken
notice…. ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are
trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Star Trek: Picard: Second Self Una McCormack 2022-09-13 A thrilling untold adventure based on
the acclaimed Star Trek: Picard TV series! Following the explosive events seen in season one of
Star Trek: Picard, Raffi Musiker finds herself torn between returning to her old life as a Starfleet
Intelligence officer or something a little more tame—teaching at the Academy, perhaps. The
decision is made for her though when a message from an old contact—a Romulan spy—is
received, asking for immediate aid. With the help of Elnor and assistance from Jean-Luc Picard,

Raffi decides to take on this critical mission—and quickly learns that past sins never stay buried.
Finding the truth will be complicated, and deadly… ™, ®, & © 2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK
and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Available Light Dayton Ward 2019-04-09 The past comes back to haunt Captain Jean-Luc Picard
in this brand new thriller set in the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation. Section 31, the
covert organization which has operated without accountability in the shadows for more than two
centuries, has been exposed. Throughout the Federation, the rogue group’s agents and leaders
are being taken into custody as the sheer scope of its misdeeds comes to light. Now Starfleet
Command must decide the consequences for numerous officers caught up in the
scandal—including Admirals William Ross, Edward Jellico, Alynna Nechayev, and Captain JeanLuc Picard who, along with many others, are implicated in the forced removal of a Federation
president. Meanwhile, deep in the distant, unexplored region of space known as the Odyssean
Pass, Picard and the crew of the Starship Enterprise must put aside personal feelings and political
concerns as they investigate a massive mysterious spacecraft. Adrift for centuries in the void, the
ship is vital to the survival of an endangered civilization which has spent generations searching for
a world to sustain what remains of its people. Complicating matters is a band of marauders who
have their own designs on the ancient ship, with only the Enterprise standing in their way....
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